
DIY Solar System For Your Home 
 

 
Back in 2013 I decided to install a home solar system to reduce the cost of electricity, I missed out on the 
premium export tariff,  by 2013 the 60 or 40 cents per KWh where no longer on offer, the only return for 
export was 6 cents as recommended by the energy regulators.  
 
Based on my usage, I calculated that I required a minimum of 5 KW of panels on the roof. 
I went ahead and installed a 5.9 KW system based on my design parameters, the actual size was more to do 
with value for money, the 5.9 KW did not cost a lot more than a 5 KW system. 
 
The system consisted of a 6KW inverter with 5.9 KW of panels facing North East. From the very start the 
reduction in purchased electricity was considerable, the system wiped out any electricity purchase during 
the day, and with time of use shifting, considerable saving was been made. 
I managed to reduce the quarterly bill from an average of $1000 down to $300. 
 
After gathering data for two years it became apparent that what I was forking out cash for, was to pay for 
the service charge and any electricity purchased during dark hours. 
At the same time the export tariff was increased to 8 cents, but in the second year it was reduced to below 6 
cents, what I was exporting was really wasted and if I could harness that excess for later use, made 
economical sense, the choice was to convert the excess to hot water or to install batteries, with consideration 
I chose batteries, the main factor was that electricity prices would continue to raise, making the payoff of the 
batteries even better as time progressed. 
 
My calculations revealed that I would cancel any dark hours purchases, at the same time maximize the 
export at 5.6 cents per KWh, reducing the payable part of the bill even further to be just the service charge.  
5.6 cents does not seem a lot, but it does add up at the end of a quarter, further in the knowledge that 
electricity retail prices would increase it became even more economical to add batteries to the system. 
 
The addition of batteries to a grid tied inverter system, presents its unique set of problems, 
these are to either scrap the inverter and install one that provides for batteries, or convert what I have to a 
hybrid system. 
I chose to convert to a hybrid system by installing an inverter named "Selectronics" an Australian product. 
This machine is the battery charger, plus it’s the Battery to AC (230V) inverter, also known as a 
bidirectional inverter, with a capacity of 5KW, meaning that I can run a house load to 5 KW continues. 
The other advantage is that this inverter has built in, an eight user selectable charging profiles, that also 



incorporate conditional charging and discharging, one can almost say it has a programmable Logic 
Controller type functionality, it can also drive the water sprinklers at a desired time. 
 

Having selected the battery inverter, the hunt for the kind of batteries to 
use commenced.  
I considered Lithium batteries, clearly the promise of deep discharge, the 
light weight for the energy stored, seemed very attractive, however with 
more detailed study, the first thing to discourage me, was that the cost be 
three to four  times that of lead technology, add to that the reliability 
issues with degradation due to ambient temperature, over voltage  
protection and discharge depth protection that can kill a lithium battery 
very quickly, discouraged me, at the time not many charge controllers 
existed that handled Lithium batteries in the proper manner. 
I commenced to investigate what was available in an old reliable well 
known technology, that of a lead acid battery. 
These come in two groups, wet and sealed, a wet lead acid is the most 
forgiving battery, they can stand overcharging with no damage, provide 
large peak discharge currents, requiring the addition of water as part of 
their maintenance. 
The negatives about wet batteries is the accumulation of explosive gas, 
the installation must be in a well ventilated and vented area. Ignoring this 
can be very dangerous. 
The use of sealed batteries overcomes the location and venting problems, 
hence it was my choice. 

Sealed batteries come into two types AGM and GEL  
AGM stands for Absorbed Glass Mat is a closed system any gas produced is retained and when charged 
recombines in to the liquid electrolyte, in theory no gas escapes during the charge discharge process, 
however they have a pressure activated valve for safety reasons (Over voltage increases the case pressure)  
GEL battery has the electrolyte in a gel form, it also has a pressure safety valve and does recombine the gas 
produced during discharge back into the electrolyte when charged. 
 
Both sealed batteries require a different approach in the manner they are charged and discharged, if one is to 
overcharge then the gas produced is lost and a reduction in capacity is the result. 
Its good practice to follow the manufacturer’s instructions when operating these kind of batteries. 
 
Having selected the kind of battery, the next question is, how large should the bank be.  
This is the tricky part for understanding the limitations of the system is imperative. 
Lets start with what kind of load one is likely to cater for and for how long, there is lots of software that will 
predict your required parameters, but what I found is that they tend to cater for battery support for several 
days, more suited for people that are off the grid.  
This is how I calculated my requirement. 
My average dark hours usage is about 5 to 7 KWh per day 
The worst solar days in a year in a worst case 25% of the year 90 days 
These will be in winter when solar production is at its worst  
Spreading the risk, its likely I would need to run for two to three days on batteries  
The day time usage is 9 to 10 KWh  
So adding up the energy requirements when there is no sun a 17 KWh (Worst case) per day 
for three days would require just over 50KWh of storage 
this meant the use of batteries with over 1000 Ah capacity, such do exist, but the price tag is huge, 
I decided to settle for one bad day, so the design required 17 KWh storage. 
 
The next consideration was what DC voltage to use. The higher the voltage, less would be the DC losses.  
I opted for 48 Volts.   Lets now divide the KWh into that voltage and the Amp hour rating can be 
determined  



 
17000/48=354.16 Ah 

 
However we cant discharge Lead acid 100% or the battery life is very short, the golden rule is not discharge 
anymore than 50% this equates to a current of 708 Ah 
 
Having decided on the voltage the stored energy and the type of inverter, a selection using 12V 200 Ah 
battery was made. 
The system consist of two battery cabinets of 48 Volts at 400 Ah giving a total of 800 Ah  
The usable energy is 19.2 KWh the peak current would be 80 Ah  
 
The other thing I have not mentioned, but very important to know, is that the discharge current magnitude is 
a life determining factor, most manufacturers will state their battery longevity of the ratio of capacity 
against that of allowable discharge, at the same time this is also the maximum charge current. 
Exceeding this in either charge or discharge shortens the life of the battery. 
This is expressed as a "C" rating, with my batteries this was stated as C10  that equates to 1/10 of the Ah 
rating, in simple terms each cabinet can supply 40 Amps or take a charge at 40 Amps  
The two cabinets is 80 Amps  
 
The implication here is that the very maximum safe load from the house, disregarding conversion loses  
48*80=3840 Watts, recall that the DC inverter can deliver 5000 Watts 
I can easily exceed the C rating of the battery (104 A), shortening their life. The Selectronics inverter allows 
me to set charge and discharge parameters so that the C10 rating is never exceeded, thus not an issue. 
What happens is that if I have a load that exceeds the C10 rating the system will automatically draw the 
balance from the grid (e.g. House requires 5000 Watts Battery will supply 3840 + Balance from the grid of 
1160 Watts) during the day the solar panels provide to this load with spare capacity been exported. 
      

The selection (Based on economics) was to use a 12 Volt battery, the ideal 
system would use individual 2 Volt cells,  I don't understand why but that is 
what the professional install, all I can tell you is that the cost is almost the 
same as Lithium, I really don't see any advantage, besides making it easier 
to replace a faulty cell instead of a 12 Volt battery, then the cost of a 2V is 
so much dearer, so I really don't see the point. 
I selected a 12V 200 Ah battery, the stored energy requirement was that of 
800 Ah at 48 Volts,  this meant 16 batteries in a series parallel 
configuration. These batteries had to be wired up as four in series batteries 
making a string of 48 Volts at 200 Ah, two strings in each cabinet in 
parallel, giving a total of 400 Ah   
This presents another set of problems to keep the batteries evenly charged 
and balanced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
The diagram above shows the batteries in the one cabinet, each cabinet provides 400 Ah at 48 Volts 
To overcome the two parallel strings from becoming unbalanced, where one would have a differing voltage 
from the other, note how I have each battery in parallel with its opposite mate  
1a is in parallel with 1b and so on.. 
This takes care of string imbalance from one to the other string, but imbalance can exist in the series 
configuration where on battery terminal voltage raises, stopping the other batteries from charging. 
This problem is overcome with the use of series balancers, they detect if the terminal voltage on one battery 
is higher that the its neighbor, lowering this voltage allows the other cells to charge. 
 
One factors with Lead acid batteries is that when discharged at any level, sulfides of lead will form, these 
are responsible for increasing the internal resistance and in some cases increase the self discharge    
of a lead acid batteries. 
I employ high frequency desulfator that inhibit the production of these byproducts, many argue that these 
don't work. I find that they do, the internal resistance of the batteries have not changed since new in 18 
months, internal resistance in Lead batteries is attributed to the formation sulfides and plate pitting. 
 
   



 
 Image shows the two battery cabinets with the inverters 

 
  

  
   

Battery cabinet with Grid fail controller, 
balancers and desulfator. 

 
One of the features of the Selectronics is that it 
allows un interrupted power to the house during 
a grid failure (Blackout).  In normal situations 
the solar inverters would switch off due to the 
non presence of grid voltage, then the house 
would run on batteries. I felt this to be a waste 
of solar energy so I configured the Selectronics 
to provide the Voltage and frequency to the 
solar inverters to keep them running. 
There is no safety issue because the Selectronics 
isolated the grid from the house (designed to do 
so), only reconnects to the grid when the power 
from the grid returns.  
This is called islanding, and in compliance with 
the AS4777 standard. 
The problem is that the solar inverters need to 
get rid of what excess energy is produced that 
the house load is not consuming, usually this is 
pushed to the grid as export, with no grid 
presence the only device that absorbs the excess 
energy are the batteries, if the batteries are full 

an overcharge condition takes place that can damage the batteries. 
The system uses a microcontroller of my own design that communicates to the solar inverters using the 
RS485 bus causing the inverters to reduce generated power to what the load requires, so if the load increases 
the solar generators ramp up and if the load decreases they ramp down. This is done using an Arduino nano 



that monitors battery state of charge and terminal voltage, where if the batteries are full, unable to take 
anymore charge, will switch off the solar inverters or proportionately control their output in accordance to 
the load. This during a grid fail condition will still utilize if required any solar energy present. 
 
The game changed for me when the batteries got turned on, plus a new retailer came on line that offered 12 
cents per KWh for export, it became desirable to export as much as I could.  
Thus I installed more panels to the west and to the north bringing the system to just over 10 KW. 
The result is that I have not paid for either service or consumed electricity since I did this, the same retailer 
this year is upped their fee to 16 cents, so my investment is doing a lot better with great quarterly returns. 
 
My other part of system design, is the cloud detector 
 

 
 
This device uses an Arduino nano with an irradiance detector and a IR pyrometer, further has a real time 
clock that determines the tariff rates for peak shoulder and off peak, plus a state of charge signal from the 
Selectronics. 
 
 The system detects persistent 

cloud cover, the sky 
temperature raises with cloud 
cover, with a clear blue sky the 
temperature falls below -30 c  
Also I measure the amount of 
irradiance with the battery state 
of charge, I can let the system 
decide to import power from 
the grid or not during bad 
conditions, if the state of charge 
is dangerously low it will cause 
energy to be purchased from 
the grid, only when the rate is 
in an off peak period rate.    



 
Persistent cloud cover plus low irradiance and low battery state of charge, get power from the grid, possibly 
during off peak period, if state of charge is very low, purchase power at any time. 
That is what the cloud detector does.   
 

 
 
North East Panels 5980 Watts 

 

 



 
South West Panels 2860 Watts 

 

 
 

North Panels 1760 Watts 
 

I hope you find this article useful, I learned a lot in this project and it evolved since 2013 to something that 
is now providing free electricity, covering all costs and providing a return every quarter. 
As electricity prices keep going up, and they will, I look at things as I am paying for electricity at the old 
rates. 
 
Robert de VK2YMU 

 


